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Abstract. Digital devices provide the most amount of nowadays textual information.
Unfortunately, the humans' vision system is not fully adapted to the new reading situation - digital
reading model. Screen users are having complaints during and after screen use. Firstly, current
recommendations and methodologies for e-material formatting are not appropriate for digital
reading. It is based on printed material and is not adapted to e-materials. It increases complains of
users. There are developed parameter recommendations for more appropriate and user-centric ematerial formatting. It is developed for e-learners without significant reading and learning
limitations and without disabilities but with the possibility to modify. Secondly, based on research,
there is no automated process of personalized formatting for e-materials. For automatization of the
formatting process, an app is developed to reach the improvement of visual perception faster. It is
important to reach a wider range of users and increase the possibility of personalization. Prototype
2.0 is focused on improvements in the application. In the second prototype, PHP7.3 programming
language has been used. As it is the server language it is appropriate for this kind of app. The
prototype 2.0 focus is to make it accessible and workable on all the most popular formats of ematerials during development and correcting phase of the app development. The significant
upgrade is that the app is made in such a way so it could be used with any e-material system not
only Moodle. The improved version of the application is focused on visual appearance as
prototype 2.0 is planned to use for the alpha testing.
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1. Introduction
Digital devices provide the most amount of nowadays information. According to
statistical data, at least 51% worldwide population uses the internet and digital devices to
provide it. In Europe it is more than 87%, and in the EU number is even higher (WEB
(a); WEB (b)). Despite the accessibility of the wide range different visual, graphical and
audial solutions and materials, textual information still is on the top as popular e-material
for everyday use (Khan and Khushdil, 2013).
As it is known, reading from printed materials and screen is different (Myrberg and
Wiberg, 2015). The reading research has shown that screen reading is much difficulty
(Khan and Khushdil, 2013). A significant part of screen-reading discomfort is based on
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the preference of paper reading and reading experience (Kretzschmar, 2013).
Comprehension is worse from the screen (Mangen, 2013).
In nowadays digital reading situation, the reader must cope with a) the constantly
growing number of available information sources, b) the different formats in which
digital information is presented, c) the varying quality of the information available
(Salmerón, et al., 2018). Unfortunately, the humans' vision system is not fully adapted
to the new reading situation - digital reading model (Nielsen, 2000).
Screen users are having complaints during and after screen use. The people vision
system is adapting for the new visual information perception model, but the human
evaluation process is not as fast as technology progress (Webster, 2015). The visual
system needs help, as digital reading is the future. Today, 57% of all two-year-olds in
Sweden are using the internet – most of them on a tablet computer (Findahl, 2014).
There are no possibilities to stop the development of devices, and it would not be
useful or wise, but there is a need to try to help achieve a more comfortable and healthier
screen reading.

2. Previous work
2.1. Literature research and formatting recommendation
Firstly, current recommendations and methodologies for e-material formatting are not
appropriate for digital reading (Mackare and Jansone, 2017). Parameter unambiguity in
current recommendations and suggestions for e-materials have been found. Existing ones
are based on printed material and is not adapted to e-materials. It increases complains of
users. These conclusions are based on an analysis of more than 100 different sources. All
variations shortly represented in Table 1.
Followed four basic parameters as font type, font size, line spacing and colour of text
and background are chosen for modification use. These are important parameters for
content presentation as well as have more possible variations to be used in formatting.
Also, this is crucial to affect perception, readability and comprehension. A wider
overview can be found in a previous publication (Mackare and Jansone, 2017).
Table 1. Representation of suggested parameters variety

from

to

DRinTS*

Font type

Sans Serif

Serif

23 in 35

Font size

8.0

28.0

20 in 17

Line spacing

0.9

2.5

13 in 9

Text colour

black

white

8 in 15

Background colour

white

black

6 in 11

*Different parameter recommendations in total sources

There are developed parameter recommendations (Table 2) for more appropriate and
user-centric e-material formatting. It is developed for e-learners without significant
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reading and learning limitations and without disabilities but with the possibility to
modify (Mackare and Jansone, 2019a).
Parameter recommendations have been developed based on theoretical base and
practical research. Theoretical base includes people development stages of cognitive and
visual development, reading and perception abilities, physiological and psychological
capabilities as well as ocular changes during life. Practical research was conducted to
discover a subjective preference. (Mackare and Jansone, 2019a).

Table 2. General formatting recommendations for e-material body text parameters

Age
group
3-5g
6-12g
12-15g
16-25g
26-35g
36-39g
40-55g
55+g
65+g*

Font

Font size

Space between
lines

Text and
background colours

Verdana*
Arial*
Verdana

14pt*
16pt*
12pt

2*
2*
2

Black on white*

Arial

14pt

1,5

Grey on white

Georgia

16pt

1,15

Black on white

TNR

14pt

1,5

Grey on white

Verdana

12pt

1,15

Black on white

Arial

12pt

1,15

Grey on white

Verdana

12pt

1,5

Black on white

Arial

14pt

1,15

Grey on white

Verdana

14pt

1,5

Black on white

Arial

14pt

1,5

Grey on white

Verdana

14pt

1,5

Black on white

Arial

14pt

1,5

Verdana

14pt

1,5

Arial

16pt

1,5

Verdana*

16pt*

1,5*

Arial*

18pt*

2*

Black on white

Black on white
Black on white*

*prediction based on all other data

2.2. Prototype
Secondly, based on research, there is no automated process of personalized formatting
for e-materials. For automatization of the formatting process, an app is developed to
reach the improvement of visual perception faster. It is important to reach a wider range
of users and increase the possibility of personalization. Have been developed application
concept and the first prototype of the application. (Zigunovs et al., 2018; Mackare et al.,
2018; Mackare and Jansone, 2019b).
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Application concept is based on literature research (Mackare and Jansone, 2017),
developed recommendations for e-material formatting and on the research of users'
individual factors and need. It involves such component as an idea of the tool by itself
and a vision of design. Three main edges of the app represent the concept: user,
interface, and database, as well as collaboration processes between edges and the main
idea of the app – text formatting of documents based on user groups. It must give a clear
understanding of the application to the programmer what must be done. The app must
work for both – e-material creators and e-material users. More detailed concept
description is published previously (Zigunovs et al., 2018; Mackare et al., 2018;
Mackare and Jansone, 2019b).
Already developed the first version of application prototype gives the overview of
the application work to follow implemented working schemes, relationships between
main edges and the collaboration process with the user, material and database. For the
possibility to give formatting recommendations, application collect necessary data from
the user. That is followed by solution finding with a step-by-step recommendation and
so-called tree-scheme of users answers and related application responses what gives a
recommendation of text formatting and provides it. After the user has tried new
formatting of e-material, the application provides a short questionnaire of user
feedbacks. An application can be described from four sides: developers, e-material
formatting users as readers, e-material creators and researchers. A more detailed
description of the application prototype is published previously (Zigunovs et al., 2018;
Mackare et al. 2019).

3. Prototype 2.0
The application working concept represented on Fig.1.: The raw document (1) is
uploaded in the application. The document is going through the formatting process by
formatting software (2) and personalized requirements (3). Formatting software includes
– all requirements, technical solution, programming, database. Requirements include –
user needs, personalized formatting, formatting recommendations. After formatting
process person get the formatted and personalized document (4). In the database (5) save
all data - users’ data, users’ responses, requirement, formatting recommendations, users
accumulated data, data accumulated after the machine learning process. The database is
not only storage but also an active process. Formatting software gets data from the
database (A). It is data for software improvement and personalized approach of
formatting. The formatted and personalized document gives data to database (B). It is
users accumulated data after the user has used personalized document – reading time,
eye movements, memorizing abilities, user satisfaction, decrease of complains,
improvement of ocular functions. Between database and requirements are data transport
(C) – personalized requirements and formatting information.
Application prototype is developed on Moodle type platform base, but the significant
upgrade is that the app is made with possible transformation and adaptation in such a
way so it could be used with any e-material system not only Moodle. It gives a more
expansive range of use and for a different environment.
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Fig.1. The application concept.

The improved version of the application is focused on visual appearance as prototype
2.0 is planned to use for the alpha testing. It is designed simple but functional.
User interaction and design example of a login screen is shown in Fig.1. Frontpage of
the app looks very simply. It has a Log-in option for registered users with full accesses,
and more deeply personalised formatting possibilities. Moreover, Sing up the possibility.
Also, it includes questions or tasks which need to be discussed and possible
outcomes or solutions (Table 3).
Table 3. User design possibilities

Possible alternative Login
methods
Sing in with Moodle
Sing in with Facebook
Sing in with Google+
Without Login

Outcome
This is very important
Should try to develop for version 2.1
This is important, but not for prototype 2.0
Must look on this at the later stage
This is important, but not for prototype 2.0
Must look on this at the later stage
Is possible for basic formatting

Prototype 2.0 is focused on improvements in the application. In the second prototype,
PHP7.3 programming language has been used. As it is the server language it is
appropriate for this kind of app. It is a programming language which is used for
interaction between the browser and the server, which should be a perfect option for this
application development. Using PHP7.3 functions allows overwriting the XML code,
thus are changing and modifying the e-materials formatting, updating them to another
formatting for learner needs.
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Fig.2. The application code part

Fig.3. The ZipArchive and styles.xml
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The prototype 2.0 focus is to make it accessible and workable on all the most popular
formats of e-materials.
MS Office Word document formats are one of the most popular e-material formats.
To make the formatting of Word document, the first step - MS Word document should
be renamed with *.zip extension. There is a need to make ZipArchive for extraction of
file parts. Process definition and process is presented in application code part (Fig.2).
The received raw document is automatically converted into an archive, shrinks. Then
the archive is being extracted ZipArchive contains all information about raw data.
(Fig.3) and then application makes changes in MS Word content.
For document formatting, there is interest in file styles.xml which contain all
necessary raw data of document existing formatting parameters and where changes after
new requirements will be done.
This approach allows to make changes in parameters that are included in simple
levels of personalization formatting as well as for more complicated levels. Complicated
formatting levels include use of AI components to reach most individualized formatiing.
There is development of similar approach to use on other popular formats of ematerials.

4. Conclusions and future work
E-material formatting application, which improves the comfort of using e-material in
learning and study process and decrease near work load by adapting on individual needs.
It is based on developed recommendations for user-centric and adaptive educational ematerial creation and formatting.
Prototype 2.0 development is focused on improvement. PHP7.3 programming
language is used as it is suitable for educational environments. Work on visual
appearance in the application has been done.
During application development programmer meet several challenges. Several of
them are related to version differences in document formats.
The system evaluation with users is a necessary future step. Currently, authors will
be work on the improved version of the application and after the development of it are
planned to make the Alpha test of the app with user-based testing. A correctly created
prototype must give the possibility to conduct an alpha testing of the application in a
larger user group.
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